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Cable tie 2.4x92 UV bl - Cable tie 2,4x92mm blue
TYZ523M

ABB
TYZ523M
7TAG009620R0006
5414363068167 EAN/GTIN

72,08 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

Cable tie 2.4x92 UV bl TYZ523M, Strap width=2.29 mm, Strap length=91.95 mm, Strap thickness=1.02 mm, Max bundle diameter=16 mm, Min holding force=80 N, Operating
temperature=-46. .150 °C, design=internal toothing, strap fastener=steel nose, material=plastic, material quality=other, surface=untreated, UV-stable according to ASTM
D6779=no, halogen-free=no, color=other, transparent=no, reflective (luminous color) =no, labeling area=without, detachable closure=no, type of fastening=without, VG
approval=no, MIL approval=no, UL approval=no, The Ty-Rap steel nose cable tie made of fluoropolymer ETFE is characterized by its high resistance to solvents , chemicals,
acids, bases, oils and radioactivity. In addition, it does not outgas and is therefore ideal for use in zero gravity. The high-temperature-resistant cable tie is suitable for
applications in nuclear power plants, in medical technology and in the chemical industry. The corrosion-resistant, anti-magnetic, Type 316 stainless steel nose in the cable tie
head guarantees the strongest and most secure hold on the market. The powerful and reliable Ty-Rap can be used in the most adverse conditions such as vibration, heat or
cold. The rounded edges and contours of the head and the tie ensure user-friendly handling and prevent the insulation of the cables and wires from being damaged by sharp
edges or serrations. In addition, the smooth body with no grid teeth or grooves reduces the number of overstressed areas. The slight nubs on the inside of the strap ensure that
the tie sits firmly on the cable bundle. A large selection of accessories complements the range.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
** Payment methods may vary from country to country. All prices plus shipping and excluding customs duties or other additional costs (import sales tax) for deliveries

outside the EU.
*** Savings compared to RRP = the manufacturer’s recommended retail price. RRP is the price recommended to retailers by the manufacturer, importer or wholesaler as

a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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